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PROPORTIONAL CUTBACKS AS AN INSTITUTION FOR PROMOTING INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION: SUCCESS AND LIMITATIONS

Abstract

This paper studies the success and limitations of proportional cutbacks for improving the performance

of common pool resources (CPRs) which cross national boundaries. Two field cases, one success and

one failure, motivate the analysis. For symmetric CPRs, we establish the existence of efficiency-

enhancing proportional cutbacks. We then introduce complications that arise in the presence of

asymmetries, where there are high value types and low value types. This asymmetry again induces a

continuum of proportional cutbacks that raise efficiency above Nash equilibrium. Calibrating a linear-

quadratic CPR model to global carbon dioxide emissions, the efficiency and distributional

consequences of proportional cutbacks like those embodied in the Kyoto Protocol are derived.



PROPORTIONAL CUTBACKS AS AN INSTITUTION FOR PROMOTING INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION: SUCCESS AND LIMITATIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Common-pool resources (CPRs) are natural or man-made resources in which: (a) exclusion is

nontrivial due to significant physical or institutional barriers and (b) yield is subtractable (Ostrom,

Gardner, and Walker, 1994). The general presumption is that individuals appropriating from CPRs

are trapped in social dilemmas, leading inevitably to overuse and destruction of those resources

(Gordon, 1954; Hardin, 1968). In recent years, scholars have documented a large number of field

settings in which individuals face complex appropriation issues arising in CPR settings. Although

many of these studies are consistent with the pessimistic presumption of overuse, there are a growing

number of studies that document the capabilities of resource users to endogenously create and

maintain institutions to facilitate more efficient use of the resources they use in common.1 The

results from laboratory experiments, with the structure of finitely repeated CPR dilemmas, support the

findings from the field. When subjects are placed in settings in which decisions are made in isolation,

with minimal institutional structure, their aggregate behavior is generally consistent with equilibrium

predictions of inefficient resource use. On the other hand, when allowed to communicate or use other

coordinating mechanisms, subjects often adopt and maintain agreements consistent with efficient and

sustainable resource use.

Frequently, in situations in which groups of resource users have coordinated their

appropriation activities, a very simple institution has been implemented —proportional cutbacks.

Under such an institution, all resource users agree to reduce their appropriation activities by the same

proportion. In cases where users are homogeneous in current usage, benefits received, and costs

incurred, such an institution has strong appeal because there exists a proportional cutback that leads to

an optimal outcome. However, in cases in which users are heterogenous with respect to important
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attributes related to use (current appropriation levels, benefits, costs, etc.), such an institution can lead

to significant distributional conflict, and in some circumstances lead to a decrease in efficiency in

resource use.2 When a few users obtain major benefits from restrictions on the appropriation levels

of all users, the few face strong incentives to organize agreements to achieve long-term sustainable

use of a resource. As such, they may be willing to bear most of the transaction costs of achieving an

agreement to cut back and/or even assume a large proportion of the costs of a cutback themselves.

Needless to say, when the users are sovereign nation states, the complications involved in reaching

and sustaining any agreement are even greater than when the users are all members of a single

sovereign state. Such situations are inherently asymmetric.

To better understand how such an institution can arise and be maintained in the field, Section

II provides a summary of two field cases, one (the Montreal Protocol) in which such an institution

was successfully implemented and monitored, and another (EU fishing cutbacks) in which the success

of the institution is yet to be proved. Moving from the case studies, section in examines the

theoretical basis for proportional cutbacks to improve CPR performance. In particular, we establish

the existence of a range of proportional cutbacks to move users from an inefficient game equilibrium

to an improved outcome—in some cases, even an optimum. The basic criterion is that the proportional

cutback be not too large, for which we give an explicit bound. Section IV develops a model for a

parametric class of CPR situations to illustrate these results. We apply a specific calibration of the

model to study the workings of proportional cutbacks in the Kyoto Protocol. Section V extends our

analysis of one-shot games to time-dependent CPR situations, where users are heterogenous in

benefits and prior appropriation rights to the CPR are present. The final section offers concluding

comments.

II. PROPORTIONAL CUTBACKS IN THE FIELD

In the late 1970's, satellite photos revealed for the first time the presence of ozone holes in

the earth's atmosphere over the north and south poles. Atmospheric scientists immediately began



researching probable causes for the ozone holes, as well as their likely implications for life on the

planet. Since atmospheric ozone shields life on the planet from lethal radiation from space, the

complete disappearance of ozone from the atmosphere would have catastrophic consequences for the

biosphere.

Even worse, the ozone holes were observed to be expanding-with the ozone hole over the

south pole covering almost the entire continent of Antarctica during the southern hemisphere's winter,

and the hole over the north pole somewhat smaller. By 1985, atmospheric chemists had provided a

causal explanation for the ozone holes beyond any reasonable doubt: chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) used

as propellants in aerosol cans and as coolants in air conditioners and refrigerators were the culprits.

Each molecule of CFC, released at the earth's surface, had the capacity to rise to the ozone layer and

chemically unbind over 4,000 molecules of ozone. CFCs, which had come to commercial prominence

in this century, had in a short time created the ozone holes.

In response to the ozone situation, negotiations began on an international treaty to ban the

commercial production of CFCs-essentially a 100% proportional cutback in their use by all countries.

Such cutbacks would certainly increase costs of refrigeration and air conditioning, both for producers

and consumers. Moreover, new propellants would have to be developed for the multi-billion dollar

aerosol can industry worldwide. The costs of these cutbacks would be concentrated in the rich

countries, but they would also be felt in the developing countries. Treaty negotiations moved swiftly,

culminating in the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, adopted by over

125 countries in 1987. The Montreal Protocol phases out the production and distribution of CFCs

over a 10-year period—freon is just now disappearing from refrigerators and air conditioners in the

United States.

In the case of the ozone holes, the use of proportional cutbacks must be counted a

considerable success. The holes themselves have stopped growing, although it is estimated it will take

at least a century before they disappear altogether. The benefits to the quality of life on earth



outweigh the losses to CFC producers and consumers. Indeed, the latter have succeeded in developed

close substitutes for CFCs without serious atmospheric consequences.

Not all international attempts to use proportional cutbacks are as successful as the Montreal

Protocol. To cite just one example, consider the common fisheries policy of the European Union

(EU). Persistent overfishing of EU waters has led to serious declines in the population of species such

as cod, herring, mackerel, sole, sardines, and salmon. Fishing at current levels is clearly

unsustainable, and could lead to commercial extinction of all the above species in EU waters. Indeed,

the problem has been so severe as to lead to international incidents involving EU member countries

and other countries (UK vs. Iceland, France vs. Canada, Spain vs. Canada), as well as tensions

between EU members.

In an attempt to address the situation, the European Commission in 1996 proposed a

proportional cutback of 40% in the fishing fleets of all EU member countries, to be phased in over 6

years. These cutbacks were attacked by various countries, and the Commission withdrew the plan

rather than see it vetoed. The discussion exhibited a sharp difference between rich and poor fishing

countries-with Spain and Portugal wanting little if any reduction in their fleets, while the UK wanted

even larger reductions in Spanish and Portuguese fleets.

In April of 1997, the European Commission brought forward a revised proportional cutbacks

plan. Under this plan, fishing fleets are to be differentially reduced, depending on the severity of the

overfishing. For species in the category "most endangered," fishing fleets are to be cutback by 30%

over the next five years. This category includes Atlantic salmon and Atlantic swordfish. For species

in the category "overfished," fleets are to be cutback by 20% over that same period. For all other

species, the size of the fishing fleet is frozen. The European Council decided this revised plan by

weighted majority rule. France and the UK, both of whom still in the opposition, were outvoted by

the rest of the member states.

It is still too early to tell if the EU's adoption of a variety of proportional cutbacks, after 40

















represents global carbon dioxide emissions at 2010 levels. The players are countries, or groups of

countries. There are two types of players, rich countries (the high value type) and developing

countries (the low value type). The ability to emit and store CO2 in the atmosphere is considerably

more valuable to a rich country than to a developing country. We capture this with the parameter

values

aH = 1.00, aL = 0.70.

Thus, it is worth 30% more to a rich country to store its CO2 emissions in the atmosphere than the

same emission and storage is worth to a developing country.

We identify 3 rich countries or groups of countries: USA, Europe, and Japan. We divide the

developing countries into 5 emissions groups: PRC, former soviet union (FSU), rest of Asia, Africa,

and Latin America. We thus have

nL =5 , nH = 3

Finally, we set

b = k = c0 = 0.01.

Computing game equilibrium, we get a total emissions level

Xe = 98.8

65% of which is emitted by the rich countries—a percentage which calibrates fairly well with current

global CO2 emissions. The efficiency of the game equilibrium is 74%. By contrast, at the optimum,

we get a total emissions level of

X° = 64.2,

a reduction of some 35%. This reduction is not shared equally, however—as follows from (15). The

ratio of high-type to low-type usage is 2.5 at the game equilibrium, but 7.25 at the optimum—meaning

that developing countries cut back more than do rich countries.

There is a broad consensus among atmospheric scientists that a sustained reduction in CO2

emissions by this amount sometime in the near future would maintain the current CO2 level in the
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atmosphere. By the same token, CO2 emissions at current levels projected into the future will double

the CO2 atmospheric concentration sometime in the next century-with considerable impact on global

climate change, sea levels, and patterns of agricultural production.

Now consider proportional cutbacks in the range from 0% to 64% (the latter being the critical

value for this calibration), in light of the Kyoto Protocol. The average proportional cutback agreed for

Japan, the United States, and Europe was a 7% reduction of CO2 emissions from 1990 levels, to be

achieved by the year 2010.7 At current trends, this amounts to roughly a 30% reduction from

projected levels in the year 2010. Interestingly, the payoff-maximizing cutback 1 - s* in this

calibration is 32%, and it achieves a very high efficiency, 97%. This gain in efficiency is especially

impressive, given the simplicity of the institution achieving it.8

One of the sensitive features of the Kyoto Protocol is that its proposed proportional cutbacks

only apply to the 33 developed countries (the so-called Index I countries) at the outset. Although there

are provisions for including the developing countries in the cutbacks later, those countries do not

participate at the present time. This fearure-a glaring lack of proportionality—makes it unlikely that

the U.S. Senate will approve the Protocol in the election year 1998. For this reason, the Clinton

administration has postponed bringing the Protocol to the Senate for approval until 1999 at the

earliest.

These results—in particular the high efficiencies achieved by proportional cutbacks in the

range from 20% to 40%—are robust to a wide variation in the underlying parameter values. This is a

CPR situation in which proportional cutbacks have attractive second-best properties, which are only

enhanced if a system of global trading permits is appended to them.

The biggest issues for signatories of the Kyoto Protocol are monitoring and enforcement of

the agreement—an area in which international agreements historically have been less than perfect

(Choucri, 1993; Haas et al, 1993).
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symmetric world, optimal proportional cutbacks do exist.

As a simple example, suppose sustainability is optimal:

Xe(t) = h

following from (17). Then we have

Xi
0 = h/n (18)

This would apply to atmospheric balance of CFCs in the case of the Montreal Protocol and

atmosphere balance of CO2 in the case of the Kyoto Protocol—if all countries were symmetric.

The presence of asymmetries complicates matters considerably, since the optimal proportional

cutback as a function of time is no longer available. Let xet) denote the equilibrium path. Typically,

the equilibrium path will use the CPR more heavily than the optimal path early, reversing the pattern

later (for instance, along an equilibrium leading to exhausting or extinction of the resource in finite

time). Cutbacks in such a situation only make sense early along the path. Suppose that time tc is the

critical time: for t < tc, (1) holds:

Xe(t) > X°(t)

In the time interval before f, a range of cutback functions will still work to improve efficiency. For

instance, let s*(t) be the scalar function that maximizes the sum of payoffs along the path sxet),

subject to the transversality condition that the state of the resource d(tc) be the same as at that optimal

path at that time. Then the proportional cutbacks 1 - s*(t) until the critical time tc will serve to

enhance efficiency, just as their scalar analogue 1 - s* does in the one-shot game.

In one respect, the countries in the atmospheric cases have been fortunate—the large users

have also been the high value users. Suppose instead that the large users were low value users, and

that they had historically established rights to the CPR—such as in the case of territorial fishing waters

of EU members. In that event, if the low-value users will able to impose proportional cutbacks on

only the high-value users—in the extreme case, shutting them off completely from the CPR—efficiency

might easily suffer. With a large enough payoff asymmetry, an efficiency loss from such a differential
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type of proportional cutback is assured. One has only to compare the optimal value of a CPR

exploited only by low-value users to the optimal value of the same CPR exploited only by high-value

users, to establish an upper bound on the efficiency loss. This kind of asymmetry may help account

for the difficulty the EU has had in arriving at successful proportional cutbacks for its fisheries CPR.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper studies the success and limitations of proportional cutbacks for improving the

performance of common pool resources (CPRs) which cross national boundaries. For a general class

of CPRs, we demonstrate the power of proportional cutbacks for the case where users are symmetric

in all relevant characteristics. In such cases, there exists an optimal proportional cutback—one which

transforms a symmetric game equilibrium into an optimum. When an optimal proportional cutback is

not available—as is often the case in asymmetric games—we exhibit the existence of a range of

proportional cutbacks which enhance performance. In general, proportional cutbacks enhance

performance as long as they are not too large.

The theoretical results developed in this paper have implications for interpreting case studies

where proportional cutbacks have been implemented, and for policy analysis. A case such as the

Montreal Protocol, discussed above, involves a multiplicity of asymmetries-not just two.

Nevertheless, it is remarkable that the agreement negotiated by the nations of the world and self-

enforced has survived for over a decade. This is strong evidence for countries' own interests' being

served by adhering to the agreement. In cases involving the failure of proportional cutbacks, either to

be agreed or to be adhered to, one should be on the lookout for cutbacks that were too large to be

beneficial, or cutbacks which damaged the interests of some of the countries involved.

One issue which needs further work is the process by which countries in asymmetric CPR

settings devise and sustain over time rules for improving CPR performance. It is not clear, for

example, that if one took a mechanism design approach, proportional cutbacks would be the

institutional outcome. Such mechanisms do appeal to simplicity and fairness-representing a kind of
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compromise between high- and low-value users. Further documentation of case studies, such as the

ongoing debate over the Kyoto Protocol, may help to clarify just how such rules are devised in the

field, while controlled laboratory experiments can be explicitly designed to address such issues.
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Notes

1. National Research Council, 1986; McCay and Acheson, 1987; Fortmann and Bruce, 1988; Wade,
1988; Berkes, 1989; Pinkerton, 1989; E. Ostrom, 1990; Sengupta, 1991; Blomquist, 1992; Bromley
et al., 1992; Tang, 1992; Thomson, 1992; Dasgupta and Maler, 1992; V. Ostrom, Feeny, and Picht,
1993; Netting, 1993; and E. Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker, 1994. See also items cited in Martin,
1989/1992;).

2. A key problem in understanding the impact of heterogeneity is defining it. As Duncan Snidal
(1995: 63) observes, "the impact of heterogeneity is heterogeneous." Participants may differ on a
large number of variables including their current asset structure, their benefit functions, their
information, their preferences, and their expectations about what others will do (Kanbur, 1992). It is
frequently argued that when participants vary across one or more of these dimensions, agreement over
"how much production should be restricted and how those cut-backs should be distributed among the
bargaining parties" (Libecap, 1995: 165) is less likely to be attained. On the other hand, others argue
that heterogeneity in asset structure may actually enhance the likelihood of collective action, basing
their argument on Mancur Olson's analysis of privileged groups (Baland and Platteau, 1997; Martin,
1995; Oliver et al., 1985).

3. The above argument goes through for the case of multiple symmetric equilibria, each of which will
have its own proportional cutback satisfying (2).

4. For a discussion of appropriation problems, and a full array of examples, see Ostrom, Gardner,
and Walker (1994).

5. This specification is general enough to encompass most of the models in Ostrom, Gardner, and
Walker (1994). See Herr (1996) for a detailed examination of the similarities of these models.

6. A detailed analysis of the corner equilibria and optima is available from the authors upon request.

7. The exact figure for the USA is 7%; Europe at 6% and Japan at 8% are 1% away from the
average.

8. Gains to an agreement of this magnitude are also reported by Escapa and Gutierrez (1997).

9. In this context, a payoff asymmetry as in aH > aL has two effects. In any given time period, the
high-value type extracts at least as much of the resource as the low-value type-just as we have seen
in the one-shot game. In addition, a high-value type may extract longer than a low-value type, since a
low-value type will hit the corner condition (20) sooner than a high-value type will.
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